Cure Arch
Natural Wood Compact Warmer

Active Carbon Fibers Harmonic Resonance Heating Technology
Although Cure Arch is barely a palm size, the resonance energy is capable to warm you up in just half an hour. It
delivers the softest warmth to your aching areas and delivers a faster pain relief solution right on the spot.
Note: Adapter Control unit my vary in size & length. To learn more about the Cure Arch see the web site below.
Ultimate Portability with 12V Power Supply
You can bring it anywhere and enjoy the soothing relief at any time. Enjoy it even while you are on the go with the
optional 12V car charger. Cure Arch is approximately in the size of your smart phone with 7 inches length, 3
inches width, and weighs less than half pound.
Comfortable Arch Design
It is easy to grab with the unique arch design and the curve will let you sit on it comfortably. You may use it at
any location that has an electrical outlet. It is a “Good to Go and Ready to Use” product.
Temperature Control
You can choose the most comfortable temperature using the temperature control knob. The maximum
temperature is about 150F.
Thermally Protected for Your Safety
Each Cure Arch equips with a thermal protector that shuts off the power at 150F for about 10 mins. After 10
minutes, it will warm up again.
Low Electric Consumption
Cure Arch consumes less than 10W per hour. That's less than a penny in 10 hours use based on average electric
cost in USA.
Finished with in-House Made Food Grade Stain
We finish Cure Arch with wine and walnut oil. The stain is specially formulated for Cure Arch not only does it
provide a rich color and texture; it delivers a delicious and appealing aroma every time you use.
Durable Hard Maple Wood Construction
Multi-layered hard maple wood construction provides an exceptional durability. Cure Arch can withstand over 200
lbs vertical weight load.
TO ORDER CONTACT: Integrative Health Systems®, LLC Tel: 323-466-2599 or fax: 323-466-2774
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